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this mod improves the terrain with heightmap and terrain tools, so an object in a new location will have a certain depth. it's integrated in to the game now, so there's no need to go elsewhere in-game to use it. filler items have been added to the game to allow you to craft everything instead of
turning objects in to gems that can be used to craft other objects. new plants and an expanded crafting system with an animal health system that's been implemented into its own tree. many new ships and vehicles and the ability to add multiple floors to your buildings now. several new

dungeons, too. there's a huge variety of items, from weapon types to vehicles to buildings. largely to allow everything from making your own armor to making your own hulls. also, many new crafting recipes and recipes that make use of the various materials gathered during adventuring. finally,
many races that allow the player to make their own skins. 3 new types of buildings: weapons research, starship craft and vehicle/building research. red, blue and orange are the colors for each type of building. 5 new weapon types: a few new melee weapons and some new ranged weapons.

several new armors, such as moon armor and the standard marine armor. most major structures (universe/planet) now have additional floors and a variety of tile types. the new mushroom spice agarita spice now has uses that are useful within both plants and in food. a new food system has been
implemented that will allow for many more recipes. the new crafting tree and materials make the crafting system usable and useful for all types of objects. more generally, the ability to actually wear armor has been added. custom weapons, armors, armor, food, items, ships, and buildings can all
now be made to be worn. a new "low-tech" and "high-tech" material system has been added, as well as a new "tool" material. this allows players to create tools that may be rare, or even unique to a player. each type of tool can have a variety of "mods" that improve its effectiveness. finally, the

ability to alter player races has been implemented. the default is human, and others include dwarf, elf and various alien races. new combat animations have been added to ensure that people fight differently depending on the type of weapon being used. new ships include the following: hundreds
of new ship variants, including hulking megalodons. some ship versions that make use of this new material system. a new "moral" mechanic system. this system requires players to make choices as they advance through the game. some choices will have great impact on their final journey. other

choices will have great impact on the universe itself.
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the civilian race to the rescue! the insane asylum mod adds new hairstyles, alternate colors, and zillions of custom new objects and entities. imagine then, your next level-up party of space-age, asylum-dwelling teenagers. since its been out for a while now, there are already too many objects to
list, so check out the full mod's information here:starbound incredibly inflatables! if you want to make a character with a really fancy wardrobe, the fashion supplement adds over 150 new items, ranging from hats to dresses and even alternate hairstyles. just head to the stars to experience the

wonders! two new biomes made their way intostarbound on 10th of august! the spireum and the marignaum are the newest space-related materials that have been added to starbound. explorers and scholars will soon be able to find ancient artifacts and new flora and fauna! to celebrate this new
addition, the premium resource types have been split into the grade 1 and grade 2 version. in addition, new armor pieces have been added to reflect these new biomes. see more information about the new biomes in the article below. the mascot mod adds over 20 new custom npcs to starbound.
each of the characters is themed to the specific biomes of the game. adventurers can catch some new bugs and mutants in their new environment, and loners can pick up some new friends. the mod was released a while ago, but the team has recently taken a break. expect the next release to be

coming this summer. starbound has been getting even more beautiful thanks to the vanilla bevels and texture updates mod. aside from improving the look of the base game, it adds a few more diversity to the aesthetic, such as a number of new character models, more flora, and perhaps most
importantly, improved base textures for any of the items that had lowered quality. 5ec8ef588b
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